The United Kingdom Glaucoma Treatment Study: a multicenter, randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled trial: baseline characteristics.
The United Kingdom Glaucoma Treatment Study (UKGTS) tests the hypothesis that treatment with a topical prostaglandin analog, compared with placebo, reduces the frequency of visual field (VF) deterioration events in patients with open-angle glaucoma (OAG) by 50% over a 2-year period. Additional goals are to evaluate study power with novel clinical trial outcomes: (1) VF deterioration velocity and (2) VF and quantitative imaging measurements modeled as joint outcomes. The UKGTS is a randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled, multicenter treatment trial for OAG. A total of 516 patients with newly diagnosed (previously untreated) OAG were prospectively recruited at 10 UK centers between 2007 and 2010. Eligible patients were randomly assigned to treatment with latanoprost 0.005% or placebo. The observation period was 2 years, with subjects monitored by VF testing, quantitative imaging, optic disc photography, and tonometry at 11 visits. The primary outcome measure is time to VF deterioration within 24 months. Secondary outcomes include the deterioration velocity of VF and quantitative imaging measures. The main source of referrals was optometrists (88%). A total of 777 subjects were assessed for eligibility, and 261 were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria or declined to participate. The mean age of the 516 participants was 66 years, and 52.9% were male; 90.1% of the participants were white, and approximately one third (32.2%) reported a family history of glaucoma. A total of 777 eyes were eligible at initial assessment. Both eyes were eligible for 265 participants. Mean (standard deviation) intraocular pressure (IOP) at baseline for the eyes with better versus worse mean deviation (MD) was 18.9 (4.1) and 19.9 (4.7) mmHg, respectively (P = 0.0053). Some 56.1% of all eligible eyes had IOP <20 mmHg at baseline. The median (interquartile range) VF MD for all eligible eyes was -2.9 dB (-1.6 to -4.8 dB). This is the first randomized, placebo-controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy of medical treatment in reducing VF deterioration in OAG. The baseline characteristics for eligible patients and eyes from this cohort are presented and compared with those of previous trials. The baseline characteristics are similar to those of the largely population-based Early Manifest Glaucoma Trial. The early stage of the glaucoma and relatively low IOP at diagnosis suggest remarkably sensitive case findings by community optometrists in the United Kingdom.